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The results are in .

•

The Evening. SBA recently completed its survey of
graduate and current students. in an attempt to figure
out what factors influence bar passage rate and what
can be done to improve Loyola's pass rate (which was
slightly greater than 70 percent for the Class of '87, a
good showing and an improvement).
While the Policy
Committee
which conducted
the survey couldn't draw
any absolut connections between certain factors and the
ability to pass the bar. the surveys did provide' some
insight into what those students who passed the bar the
first time did before they took it. Of the graduate
students responding to the survey, 69 percent passed the
bar on their first attempt,
making the=r es pon d ent
sample roughly equivalent. by percentage, to the pass
rate of the students for the time period surveyed. The
committee's
conclusions
and recommendations
for
greater Loyola bar efficiency
are printed on page 6.
Students with additional
questions should contact an
Evening SBA representative.
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1989' .budget marks Reagan's first education spending increase
(CPS)--About
250,000
more
college students
will receive
grant money from the federal
g 0 v ern men t i f Con g re s s
approves
President
Reagan's
1989 budget.
The Reagan Administration's
proposed 1989 budget includes
a four percent increase in U.S.
De par t men t 0 f E d.u cat ion
spending,
a dramatic
turnaround
from past funding
proposals
that
sought
to
decrease it.
,
The Ed uca tion Dept.,
of
course, administers most federal
school and college programs.
A hefty jump for student aid
was included
in the proposal,
which
the president
sent to
Congress Feb. 18.
"We welcome
the nine
percent increase in student aid,"
said Becky Timmons
of the
American
Council
on
Education.
"Last
year the
administration
sought to cut
student aid by 46 percent. This
is a remarkable
election
year
turnaround."
The administration,
which
for seven years has sought to
cut Education
Dept. spending,
agreed
to increase
funding
d u r i n g 0 e c e m b er ' s bud get
'summit'
with
Democratic
congressional leaders.
"We have 'an agreement with
Congress,"
said James Miller,
head
of the
Office
of
Management and Budget, which
w rot e the pro p 0 sal. "0 ur
numbers are their numbers, and
the ir numbers are out numbers.
That
removes
a point
of
contention."
Also, amendments
to last
year's Gramm-Hollings-Rudman
deficit reduction law cancelled
a low fiscal 1989 deficit ceiling
that would have required deep
cuts.
The 1989 fiscal
year will
begin on Oct. 1, 1988, and end
Sept. 30, 1989.
Although
most observers
applauded
the proposal-vwh ich
I
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Congress
now must approve-Jerry
Roschwalb
of the
National
Association
of State
Universities
and Land Grant
Colleges
said
the budget
reflects
a president
who is
"treading water."
"Nothing
will happen
this
year. The summit locked things
in," said Roschwalb. "Nobody is
moving.
The atmosphere
'i n
Washington is paralyzed."
He had hoped for a budget
tha t attacked
loan def a ults-which
Roschwalb
says are
fueled
by loaning
money to
unprepared
students and a lack
o fad e qua t e po s t se con dar y
tutoring--but
got one he feels
throws good money after bad.
Yet Roschwalb's
objections
were
uncommon,
as most
campus lobbyists
grudgingly
approved of the proposals from
a president
they still couldn't
bring themselves to praise.
"It -re.pr esen ts congressional
priorities
more
than
the
administration's
priorities," said
Mary Preston
of the Uni ted
Sta tes Studen t As s o c ia tion
(USSA). "It's the first time the
p r es id e n t has not requested
deep cuts. He decided to make
a politically good move to keep
Republicans
in the White
House.
Nevertheless,
wewelcome the change."
"There
is more
money
available
for more students,"
said
Education
Dept.
spokeswoman Victoria Tripp.
"The presiden
t has made
education
a priority
for this
administration
and in this
bud-get," Secretary of Education
William. Bennett said at a Feb.
18 press
conference.
"Our
budget
for 1989 does spend
more, but also spends better."
The administration
proposes
increasing
aid to college
studen ts from $15.6 billion this
year to $16.5 billion in 1989.
Some $751 million
of the
increase
would go to the Pell
Gran t p'rqgra.Il?-' The ,wat~rnu,xp .
1.1.
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grant would rise $100 to $2,300,
and the number
of grant
recipients would climb by about
250,000 to 3.4 million students.
Education
Dept. officials
also hope to see the Income
Contingent
Loans
(ICL)
program--which
students at the
10 campuses where it's now on
trial have shunned-grow,
but
abandoned
last year's
$600
million
request
for a $50
million proposal for 1989.
"We'd
like
to see ICLs
replace' Perkins
Loans," said
Tripp.
The administration,
while
increasing
direct
aid to
students,
would deemphasize
the Perkins
Loan program,
which each campus administers
for its own students.
Perk ins
funding would drop from $21 I
million to $22 million. The deep
cut would have little impact,
the Education
Dept.
says,
bee a use the pro g r.a m use s a
revolving
fund in which $718
million
is now available
for
higher education.
Also slated for deep cuts is
the State St u d e n t Incentive
Grants (SSIG) program. Campus
aid officials
like SSIGs,
a
federal matching fund program,

because they can be flexible in
awarding the grants.
"There's more money in those
funds - than is needed to meet
their needs," Tripp maintained.
College Work-Study funding
would increase by $ I 2 million
t 0 $ 6 0_0 .m ill i 0 -n , and
Su pp Ie m e n t a l vli d u c.a t i o n a l
Opportunity
Grants would -rise
by $8 million to $416 million.
"That
barely
meets
inflation," said Preston.
Citing the budget's proposal
to freeze
Trio programs
for
disad va~ taged students at their
1988 levels, Roschwalb said, "If
the administration
were serious
about
solving
higher
education's
problems, it would
deal
with those
problems.
Universities
should be helping
us deal with our problems
instead of just fighting
to stay
alive."
'
USSA's Preston, though, was
willing to concede, "There are
things we'd do differently,
but
increasing education funding is
a totally new idea for Ronald
Reagan.
It's not a tremendous
commitment
to education
but,
all in all, we welcome it."
"By and large,"
Timmons
added,
"it's a very workable
budget."

Submissions for the April 1
Libel/Slander Issue
are being accepted through March 21
If you have any humorous or anecdotal articles you'd like to see
published in the annual Libel/Slander lssuesutimit
them to the
Reporter through Internal Mail by Monday, March 21. Truth is no
barrier, so feel free to concoct and distort
(preferably within the bounds of good taste)

Submissions for the last regular
issue of the Reporter will be
accepted through April 8
,
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A work
of art by
any other
name. • •
by Leslie Reeks

<,

appreciating with a half-cocked
Where art is concerned, state
head and slightly squinting eyes
of the art is a state of mind.
(to indicate acknowledgement
Perhaps
such a statement
of the logic of the piece) and
wouldn't even cross the mind if
commenting, after the requisite
one was thinking of Courbet,
thoughtful pause, in (irat stow;
Turner
or Rembrandt.
But
spaced-out voice (the tone they
other examples become puzzling
hope comes off as contemplawhen found hanging
on the
tive) on how 'it has it.' It has it
walls of friends you thought
... Is that like "It works"? Only
had taste,
or downright
the state of minders-know
for
frightening
when found in a
sure.
museum.
I believe what grabs me most
My most vivid recollection
about this 'throw-it-togetherof Switzerland, despite all the
and-pray-it-doesn't-make-sense'
splendor
of the place, is a - rrt is that the price people are
Lucerne
art exhibit
where
willing
to pay to own it is
toasters, blen-ders, coffee pots
directl y proportional
to the
and other household appliances
lack of talent that goes into
were scattered about the floor,
creating
it. My thoughts
on
sliced
perfectly
in halves,
viewing
these pieces
have
thirds or quarters.
The next
always
been
one of two
room--exhibit--a room large and
alternatives: "Why?" or- "I could
blinding white, displayed only
have done that."
a paper mac he cone emerging
So, b e i n g bas i c a I I y
from the wall, grooved, slightly
impoverished
and defending
rounded at the end, and spray
myself against the skeptics by
painted red. Some of the paint
insisting
I had not one iota
was splattered on the wall and
more talen t than those who
I was thankful I couldn't read
have found
success
in the
the title. And 'they' say L.A.
industry, I decided to line my
has a culture problem.
po c k e t s by be com i n g an
Fo und somewhere
between
overnight
modern artist. My
que s t ion a b let a s tea n d
guidelines were simple: Never
staggering fright falls state of
spend
more than
fifteen
the mind art hanging in law
minutes
on a single
piece
offices (or schools). I have had
smaller than 15x24 and never
occasion to visit law offices
attempt attractiveness,
unless
now and then and it's struck
doing so only through
color
me more than once that there
combinations. Also, one should
must be something inhe rcnt in
have an intellectual
backup
the legal mind (Does it develop
theory about 'each piece in case
over time, God help us, or.is it
a s tat e 0 f min d e r S h 0 u I d
the ref rom the 0 u t s e t ? ) ,
happen to inquire 'what it has'
gravitating it, pulling it onward
for you. (Never admit to doing
by some inexplicable
force to
the work yourself,
but say
appreciate
the beauty
of
instead that it was done by an
splotches, entagled wires and
up and coming young hopeful
crooked, chain-linked
ladders.
who is getting
real big in
The questionable
aspect,
I
Chicago.) "Why," you tell the
should think, is obvious and
nosy aficionado,
"it's the
needs
no discussion.
The
artist's fascination with texture,
frightening aspect? The state of
of cou rse. In per i winkle, the
'm iii a: 'a f i c'i on ado; s t'a ·fTiig-;·····tJiicrales·s"' aC'ine' 'pa'j'ift' a no' its

no uncertain
roughness
obviously signifies mankind's
inner battle
of idealism
v.
realism--with a slight suggestion
of an optimistic determination.
iVuw-, if' it

fnt'S

a JiC,lrt.:,- s.lrad.$

of pink ... "
I created seven or so pieces
of art one evening till I bored
myself to near death. I don't
think that's
the way I was
supposed to feel as an artist.
Nevertheless,
task complete, I
hung some of them on my wall
. as if they were really done by
some state of the mind master. I
had them there long enough for
different
sets of licensees
(Remember?
Social guests) to
see them there. I needed to
catch reactions. to see if people
believed that they were good
nough to be done by someone
Ise.
UNDERGROUND
BOTANIST'S DREAM did very
well because people seemed to
like' the colors (I had taken the
two colors which I had in most
plentiful
supply and smeared
them haphazardly on a canvas).
LE SOLEIL DEPUIS HIER
(The Sun Since Yesterday) came
in close second. Ugly as it is, I
guess there must be some truth
to the fact that if you can add
a french
word or two in a
phrase
or title,
people are
somehow more impressed, even
with
the recognition
of
pretentiousness
since that's
probably an unconscious state
of minder trait. And with a
little coercion of my guests--a
few of which I discovered to be
state
of the
minders
themselves--the experience was
as educating as it was secretly
amusing. Some of the insider
knowledge I picked up on how
to be a good modern artist (or
bad modern artist, whichever
phrasing you prefer):
*If it's huge enough,
it
doesn'tmatter
what it is' o'rhow

ugly it is; 'it's art. (See UCLA or
any major city's
business
district.)
*If you've already pulled off
- your artiste (that, by the way,
is

la?.Q

QOJl. ......

..,$! .p....
..&'• .",.J...A'r;tc)~_t3..t:'.t',\

fraud
su ccessf'u l l y (usually
done by a careful creation of a
backup theory), you can get
away with selling anything. The
more you sell, the more you can
charge,
even with quickie
theories.
*If no one will buy it,
charge more.
*If you try to copy another
piece and there's only a very
vague,
but embarrassingly
undeniable feeble resemblance,
just say it's your (buzz word)
'interpretation.'
*If it's clearly
cheap and
gaudy, sign it (with someone
else's name--French,
perhaps),
and make sure to call it art as
often as possible. This is the
rule that.I myself embraced.
A sun a b le a s I a m t 0
r e p r od uce even the simplest
likeness of a thing on canvas, I
nevertheless sold everyone
of
those pieces on my wall to' one
of my guests. Fraud? No. The
buyer
was a friend
who
produces
films and needed
cheap (alas, destroyable) art for
one of his movies. I have a
memento,
though,
from my
short-lived life as as artiste. I
couldn't
bear to part with
NARCISSISM, a giant mirror,
sha ttered in to pieces and made
art by virtue of a name and a
fra me. The sta te of minders
have always loved that piece.
But back to the point: the
attorney/state
of mind art
connection.
A recent issue of
California Lawyer enticed me to
thumb through
by a cover
promising a few. pages of art. I
bet myself an easy $100 that it
would be state of the mind. I

.......

see Attorney/Law, page 8
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Civil rights activist Eaton
to discuss recent case,
professional ethics here
Washington
D.C.-based
community
organizer,
civil
rights
activist
and minister
Rev. David Eaton will host a
roundtable-style
discussion with
Loyola
faculty
and students
Monday, March 14, from 4:45 to
6 p.m, in the third-floor
faculty
lounge (food will be served).
Eaton
will talk about
his
involvement
in a recent
landmark
Supreme
Court case
and survey
topics,
including
professional
ethics.
As one of a dozen plaintiffs
in Hobson
v. Wilson,
Eaton
sought
civil damages
against
more than
30 FBI and D.C.
police department
officials
for
egregious civil rights violations.
Eaton helped found the Black
United
Front,
plan the 1968
Poor People's
Campaign
and
engaged
in a variety
of other
community-oriented
activities
during the '60s. As a result, he
and other
plain tiffs
became
targets
of surveillance,
wiretaps,
harassment
and FBI
and local police spying.
An FBI memorandum,
cited
in the case, described
in no
uncertain
terms the objectives
of its' COINTELPRO-Black
Nationalist

program:

"The purpose of this new
counterintelligence
endeavor is
to expose, disrupt, misdirect,
dis c red it, 0 rot h e-r w i s e
neutralize
the activities
of
Black nationalist
hate-type
organizations
and groupings;
their leadership,
spokesmen,
membership
and supporters;
and to counter their propensity
fo-r violence
and
civil
disorder."
Eaton
and
the Hobson
p Ia in tiff s w e-r e eve n t u a IIy
awarded
damages.
The case,
however,
was appealed
to the
U.S. Supreme Court. The Court
affirmed
liability
for the
constitutional
violations
but
found the damages set by the
lower
c o u r t excessive
and
remanded
on that issue.
For Eaton,
who won an
Emmy in 1971 for his hardhitting, sometimes controversia l
television
talk
show,
the
experience
of locking horns in
a legal battle is not a novel one.
When he was 12, his father,
Harold
Eaton, became one of
several black families
to move
into
an all-white
D.C.
neighborhood.
After
the real
esta te agen t sold them
the
house upon which a restrictive

Reverend

David Eaton

covenant
had been placed,
neighbors
brought
suit in
district
court
to enforce
the
covenant.
In the ensuing case,
Hurd v. Hodge, the district court
enforced
the
restrictive
covenant, declared
the property
deeds of Har_old Eaton's close
friends null and void, and gave
respondents
60 days to pack up
and move. Eaton can still recall
his father's
directions:
"I've got
two shotguns.
If anyone comes
here looking
to enforce
that

court order, I'll take the back
door and you take the front.
We're not going anywhere!"
The only resulting firepower
was
legal,
however.
The
Supreme Court overturned
Hurd
the same day it handed
down
Shelley v. Kramer.
Rev. Eaton looks forward
to
visiting
Loyola. Remember
to
attend: Monday, March 14, from
4:45 to 6 p.m., third-floor faculty
lounge-with food and drinks.

Loyola professor argues hearsay
case before Supreme Court, loses, 6-2
by Adrienne Krikorian
Loyola Law School professor
Alan Ides argued
before
the
United States Supreme Court on
Nov. 4, 1987, in the case of U.S.
v. Owens.
Represen ting the def endan t
Owens, Ides argued against the
deputy Solicitor General on two
issues relating
to out of court
iden tit ica tions.
The issues were, 1) Whether
an out-of-court
identification
is
inadmissible
hearsay under the
Federal
Rules
of Evidence
when
a party
who made an
identification
cannot,
at the
time of trial, recall the basis'
for that Identification,
and 2)
Whether
the Ninth
Circuit,
Court
of Appeals
properly
concluded
that an out-of-court
identification
made
by an
assa ul t v ictim who could not
recall
the
basis
for
the
identification
at the time of
trial was, under
the specific
facts
and
circumstances
presented,
unreliable
and
therefore
inadmissible
under
the Confrontation
Clause of the
Sixth Amendment.
On April
12, 1982, John
Foster, a correctional
officer at
Lompoc Federal
Penitentiary,
was assaulted
by an individual
carrying
a metal pipe. Foster
testified at trial that he entered
a t.v. room in the prison, felt a
blow to his head, looked down
and saw blood on the floor.
Foster sustained
injuries to his

h e a d wh i c h, it was 1ate r
established,
may-have
eventually
resulted
in gradual
loss of selective memory.
Foster had no recollection
of
the defendant
assaulting him or
of any other
details
of the
incident.
-Foster testified
that
he knew
the defendant,
an
inmate,
quite
well,
and
recognized
him from
daily
interactions
in the prison. He
testified
that he could
not
remember
whether,
during the
a t t a c k , h e ha d see n his
assailant.
Over the objection
of the
defense
counsel,
Foster
was
permitted
to testify that he met
with
an FBI agent
shortly
before
his discharge
from the
hospital, and stated to him that
Qwens
had assaulted
him.
Foster
then
identified
the
defendant
from a photo spread.
He testified
that he believed
Owens was his assailant,
even
though he was unable to recall
why he believed so. Foster also
testified
that he did not know
whether
he based
his
identification
on statements
that others,
including
prison
personnel,
may have made to
him while visiting
him in the
hospital.
Over
defense
counsel's
objection,
the FBI agent was
allowed
to testify
that Foster
told
him that
he believed
Owens was his assailant.
The
see Ides. page 9

OUR 8000 NEWS IS 8000 NEWS FOR YOU

IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE ACQUISITION OF
THE SUM & SUBSTANCE BOOKS AND AUDIOTAPES
AND THE ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES SERIES OF STUDY AIDS

In order to Introduce you to California's most successful bar review program
andto re-acquatnt

you with one of the nation's most reputed lines of law

. school study materials,

each student that enrolls for the BARPASSERS

review program between now and March 25th will receive a $20 credit on
any of the books, audiotapes and flash cards we are now publishing,

Contact your campus representative for details or call BARPASSERSat:

1-800-2-PAS-BAR
(272-7227)
Southern California
1231 Santa Monica Mall
Santa nontca, CA 90401
(213) 394-1529 .

Northern California
138McAllister Street
SanFranCiSCO,
CA 94102
(415) 626-2900
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*COMMUNITY

PROPERTY

(LIVE)

19th
,

'

Professor Janice Kosel
Goid~n Gate University

9:00 am - 12:30 pm

"

CONTRACTS

*PERFORMANCE

TEST WORKSHOP

TORTS

CRIMINAL

March

BAR/BRI HEADQUARTERS
11801 W. OLYMPIC BLVD., STE 7
(One block East of Bundy)

PROCEDURE

(LIVE)

March 20th

~r0fessor John Moye
National BAR/BRI Staff·

9:00 am -

April 9th

Professor Charles Whitebread
U.S.C.

9:00 am - 12:30 pm

April 10th

Professor Richard Conviser
National BAR/BRI Director

9:00 am -

April 16th

Professor Charles Whitebread

9:00 am - 12:30 pm

4:00 pm,

1:30 pm

U'-S.C •.
ESSAY WRITING WORKSHOP

April 16th

PrQfessor Ira Shafiroff
Southwestern
,

1:30 pm -

4:30 pm

.J

CIVIL'PROCEDURE

April 23rd

Professor Tom Jorde
U.C. Berkeley

9:00 am -

3:30 pm

REAL PROPERTY

-April 24th

Professor Robert Scott
National BAR/BRI Staff

9:00 am -

4:00 pm

April 30th

Professor Ira Shafiroff
Southwestern

9 :00 am -

4 :00 pm .

*WILLS &-TRUSTS

(LIVE)
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BAR REVIEW

11801 West Olympic B?ulevard #7
Los Angeles Cali forma 90064
(213i 477·2542

332 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco. California 94102
(415) 441-5600

1407 First Avenue
.San Diego. California 92101

'(619) 236·0623
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Results of the July 1987 bar
exam,
provided
by the
Committee
of Bar Examiners,
indicate
that Loyola's first-time
pass
rate
increased
to 71.7
percent
from its level of 64.7
percent
in July
1986.
This
increase
was mirrored
by other
ABA-approved
schools: the state
average
for first-time
takers
increased
from 64.8 percent
in
July 1986 to 72.9 percent in July
1987.
Loyola's
first-time
pass rate
generally
falls approximately
15
percentage
points
below
the
highest
scoring
California
law
schools.
For instance,
in July
1987,
Hastings'
graduates
performed
best with an 87.2
percent
first-time
pass rate;
Stanford
took top honors in July
1986 with 86.2 percent.
This
disparity
is often
attributed
to the commonlyknown facts that schools such as
Boalt,
Stanford
and UCLA
attract
students
whose LSAT
scores and undergraduate
GPAs
are higher than those of Loyola
students,'
and that a significant
positive
correlation
exists
between
these factors
and bar
passage.
Thus, although
our objective
is to improve the legal education

survey,
which was written
and
evaluated
by non-statis-.
tician/researchers.
Nonetheless,
we believe
that
the survey
materials
were generally
wellconceived and that the substance
of this report
is sufficiently
accurate
to merit conscientious
review and implementation.
Students'
Study,
Classroom
and Work Habits
We are disinclined
to utilize
the accumulated
data to fashion
a "roadmap"
to successful
bar
performance.
First, our statistics
do not establish
a single course
of conduct which ensures higher
bar passage probability.
None of
our correlations
was sufficiently
strong
to make an unqualified
recommendation,
and far too
many variables and combinations
of variables
remain untested
or
un testa ble.
Second,
such an approach
would disregard students' diverse
a c a' d e m i c b a c k g r 0 u n d s ,
temperaments
and abilities
and
might
lead
them
to forfeit
inst inctive and learned academic
regimens
for individually
inappropriate
and artificial
ones.
As a consequence,
we support
the dissemination
of objective
information
which will enable

and students'
own subject matter
synthesis. However,
students who
used commercial
outlines
in the
majority
of their
core classes
outperformed
those who did not.
We caution
that commercial
outlines
should
only be used to
supplement,
rather than supplant,
assigned coursework.
4. Students
should
be
encouraged
to explore
participation
in study groups. But
such participa
tion appears
to
have no bearing
on eventual
bar
passage and, therefore,
students
who are not inclined
toward
group involvement
may abstain
without self-reproach.
4. Enrollment
in non-required,
b.ar-tested
subjects
is not a
statistical
precursor
to bar exam
success.
Either
bar review
courses
adequately
prepare
students
in these
areas
or
unfamiliarity
with a certain
number of subjects is not fatal to
bar passage. Therefore,
students
who elect to concentrate
in one
or more specialized
areas at the
expense of bar subjects can do so
without compunction.

5. Voluntary class participation
empirically-enhances
the
likelihood
of bar passage.
But
query
whether
students
who
actively participate
(a relatively

ConClusions 1l"RecomMendations
·of.fthe Evening S8APolic~Cemmiltee

of Loyola's entire student
body,
primary
beneficiaries
of this
effort may be only the 25-40 or
so members
of each graduating
class who represent
the plausible
increase
in our overall
bar
passage perf'ormance.
Cognizan t of this relatively
minor
(quantitative)
gain, we
struggled
to determine
the
appropriate
level of statistical
support
which would warrant
a
change-in-policy
recommendation.
This difficulty
was
heightened
by those
survey
results which failed
to provide
any consensus.
Ultimately,
we selected
no
single
"recommend"/"not
recommend" threshold,
but rather
evaluated
the sufficiency
of
responses
on a question-byquestion
basis. In so doing, we
took
special
note
of the
constitution
of our sample,
69
percent of which passed the bar
exam on their first attempt
and
were therefore
less likely
to
disfavor existing policies.
Of those who did not pass the
exam in their first attempt,
we
frequently
observed
a markedly
dissentient
response.
Finally,
we acknowledge
the
inherent
weaknesses
in this

students
to make well-informed
decis-ions.
We hope this report
will bring an end to the longstanding
practice
of proffering
mythical
formulae
for which
there is no empirical support.
In formulating
the following
recommendations,
we have
in cor p 0 'r ate d com m 0 n - sen s e
realizations
about
the legal
learning
pr ocess.. But these are
presented
as points
of
information,
rather than dogma.
We recommend
that
these
findings
and conclusions
be
furnished
to each incoming class
and, if the administration
is
reticent
to do so, that the SBA
assume this task. '
The specific
points
which
warrant emphasis are:
1. While outside employment
lessens
available
sutdy
time,
there
is no evidence
that
it
adversely
impacts
bar
performance.
Night students who
worked
40-49 hours per week
actually
performed
better
than
those who worked fewer hours.
Therefore,
students
with
economic
needs should
not be
dissuaded from job pursuits.
2. Commercial outlines may be
detrimental
if utilized
to the
exclusion
of assigned
materials

small percentage
of our sample)
perform
better on the bar exam
because they speak out in class,
or whether
they speak out in
class bee a use they are better
prepared,
have more thoroughly
synthesized
the material
or are
simply more confident--factors
which themselves
may heighten
bar success.
Wh i c h eve r the cas e, w e
strongly
encourage
voluntary
class participation.
6. Although
unaddressed
by
either survey,
we advocate
the
imp 1e men tat ion '0 f a sec 0 n d
orientation
program
for firstyear students
during the Spring
semester. We believe that such an
overwhelming
amount
of
information
is presented
at fall
orientation,
much of which
is
foreign
to new students
and
cannot
be readily
assimilated,
that exposure
to this critical
information
merits
repetition
once students
have completed
a
semester of study. Additionally,
this program
will introduce
electives available
in the summer
and following
fall semesters.
Academic
and Testing
Programs.

Policies,
Teaching
and Supplemental

1. Based on the findings that
our bar performance
is weakest
on the essay portion of the exam
and the concurrence of graduate~
and current
students
that essay
writing is the single area most in
need of improvement,
we make
the
following
two-tiered
recommend a tion.
A. That the school implement
the optional
essay writing
workshop described in the survey
and initally proposed by the SBA
in the spring of 1987. There is
strong
survey
support
for this'
program,
which
is made even
more salient
by the willingness
of students to pay for it.
If, as recommended
by the
SBA, the cost of this program is
borne equally
by participating
students, the SBA and the school,
and students pay the rate of ten
dollars
per graded
exam as
survey results suggest, the total
available
sum of thirty dollars
per
graded
exam
should
facilitate
the operation
of a high
caliber program.
We recommend
that
the
implementation
of this program
be afforded
high
priority.
Administrative
details should be
addressed
by the committee
formed
pursuant
to
recommenda
tion
n umber six.
below in conjunction
with the
SBA committee
which drafted
the original proposal.
B. That the school
mandate
thorough
essay exam grading to
ensure
that students
receive
ample,
constructi
ve feedback
providing
not only substantive
evaluation,
but also criticism of
writing
style,
clarity
and
organization.
Exam-type essay skills are best
developed
through
a continuing
process of practice and feedback,
of which
graded
essay
examinations
are the critical
component.
Detailed
exam
grading
is
essen tial because
neither
the
first-year
(second-year
evening)
writing component,
nor the new
upper-level
writing
requirement
prepare
students
for exam-type
essay writing. Thus, we found no
correlation
between A.R.W. scores
and bar performance.
We empathize
with faculty.
members
who are reluctant
to
adorn bluebooks
with elaborate
commentary,
given
their
experience
with students
who
fail to reclaim graded exams. But
our data gives strong support fon
the argument
that students fail
to reclaim
bl ue books because
they contain so few comments.
This standoff
is likely to
persist
unless
one side takes
initiative,
and logic dictates that
the graders
take the first step
here. However,
more detailed
grading alone, without additional
incentives
or measures to compel
student
retrieval,
will notloptimize this effort.
Methods
likely
to increase
student
retrieval
of graded
bluebooks
include
(I)
notification
of the detailed
- grading
policy;
(2). a stronglyw o r c e cvs a A directive
to
students
which
incorporates
survey
results;
(3) ceasing the
practice
of posting exam grades
on professor's
doors,
so that
students will be impelled to pick
up bluebooks
to learn their
grades; and (4) implementing
a
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less cumbersome
pick-up
their time more responsibly so
procedure at the Faculty Support
that major areas are covered
Center
or developing
an
adequately
that will appear on
alternative distribution method.
the bar.
We received
numerous
Review
of multi-state
comments which SUpport our
questions encompassing the full
exam grading
and
essay
breadth of core subjects will, at
workshop recommendations, some
the very
least,
introduce
of which are excerpted below.
uncovered concepts and provide
"If we got more writing
direction to students who wish to
practice and feedback using bar
supplement assigned course work
standards, Loyola's [bar passage]
independently.
rate would clim-b dramatically."
3. Professors
should
be
"I picked up my blue books
required
to
provide
handouts
of
. classes, only one'
and out of SIX
practical materials in core classes.
teacher
had written
any
These shall
include
sample
comments at all on my papers. I
contracts,
deeds,
lease
had no idea of what a model
agreements, complaints, answers
answer should have included."
to complaints,
interrogatories,
"I would have apprecia ted it
trusts
a n di w i l l s-, etc. The
particularly
during
the firs~
pr epar at ion of these materials
year, if more p-rofessors
had
may be accomplished through the
provided comments on exams-collective
effort
of faculty
most did not."
members and will require only
"Constant
practice
and
occasional updating.
feedback
in essay writing,
To our knowledge, Loyola has
especially in the first year [is'
not amended
its academic
essential]."
policies
in response
to the
"[P]roviding an optional essay
addition,
in 1983, of the
workshop [is a] good step[] in
Performance
section of the bar
increasing the bar passage rate.'"
exam. The provision of practical
"I would
encourage
the
materials
will
assist
in
implementation
of ...
essay
perparation
for this section and
writing workshops
for those
be of particular
benefit to. those
students who are marginal
as
students
who receive no legal
well as for those
who are
training
outside
of their
interested."
academic experience.
We do not recommend
the
4. Pro f e s s 0 r ss h o U I d be
implementation
of optional
required
to conduct reviews of
substantive law review sessions,
mid term examinations.
ei ther
primarily because they were
during a regular class session or
given far less credence
by
in a supplemental
session which
graduates than by current
should
be videotaped
for
students. Having actually taken
students unable to attend.
the exam, graduates have a more
5. Our entire graduate sample
enlightened
perspective
on
completed their legal education
.f a c t o r s germane
to bar
prior to Loyola's institution
of
preparation and, as .a g e ne ra I
an u p per - level
w r i t i ng
. rule, we have afforded
their
requirement.
Therefore,
the
viewsmore weight.
strong support for more required
writing
courses
could
2. Pr o f es s o r s should
be
conceivably
wane
in
light
of the
required to provide and review
current
policy.
Nonetheless,
we
100sample multi-state and three
find
it
prudent
to
convey
the
sample(bar-type) essay questions
following
comments
for the
in each core class. This will both
benefit
of
the
student
body.
.
recapitulate substantive material
"[T]he
key
to
passing
the
bar
and serve as a primer to multiis
not
only
the
knowledge,
but
state exam taking.
being
forced
to
write."
Past bar exams (on file in the
"Writing
is such a critical
Rains Library) provide an ample
aspect
of
the
bar exam."
source of material
for this
"1_
would
advise
students
to
program. Alternatively, questions
write,
write
and
write
some
may be developed and used by
more. Take as many classes as
all professors teaching a given
possible which require papers
subject. These may be utilized
instead
of finals,
and take as
for many years.
many
as
possible
which
require
This practice
provides
a
essay
finals
rather
than
objective
secondary benefit; the exposure,
tests."
albeit brief,
to bar-tested
6. Finally, we recommend the
material not fully covered
in
formation
of a committee
to
core classes. Although
survey
implement
these
recommendations
support was quantitatively
by creating
performance
insufficient
to warrant
a
standards,
timetables
and
recommendation
that faculty
enforcement
provisions.
This
members be required
to cover
body will consist of two students,
specific material in core subjects,
one appointed
by the Day SBA
respondents espousing this policy
President, the other appointed by
were outspoken.
This subject
the Evening SBA President, two
elicited more comments than any
members of the administration
other.
appoin ted by the Dean and two
"[lIn bar cour ses instructors
full-time faculty members chosen
ought to cover thoroughly- areas
by the faculty.
and materials likely to be on the
This committee
should be
bar."
formed
and
hold
its
initial
"Each bar course professor
meeting
within
45
days
of the
should be given an outline
of
issuance
of
this
report,
and
meet
issues covered in bar exams for
no
less
frequently
than
every
the past ten years. These issues
thirty days thereafter
until the
should be covered in the course
within
recommendations
are
without variation ...
There is
implemented
or
become
selfnothing worse than getting to· a
executing.
At such time, the
bar review course and hav ing to
commi
ttee
shall
determine_the
learn some important
parts of
most
suitable
structure
for its
subject matter for the first time."
continued
operation.
"The faculty should [allocate]
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The attorney/art connection
continued

from pace S

won the bet and was amused to
find that the first photo was
amazingly
similar
to the big
square wire thing in the Burns
Building; you know the one ...
it used to be in South Hall. I
guess they wanted to put it ina
place where
everyone
could
enjoy it. Since coming to Loyola
I've heard
a lot of student
comments about the art selected
to enhance
our fair campus,
mostly from new students
who
hadn't
grown too desensitized
to still notice it. I must admit
that I was rather shuck by it
myself. I stared at that multicolored wire thing for weeks in
South Hall, on one side of the
room and then the other and
had to laugh out loud when I
saw tow men carrying it away,
carefully,
delicately,
as if steel
would break. And if)t did drop
and get a dent or two, who
co u l d ever
really
say it
wouldn't
be worth
more? A
disruptive
gash to enhance
its
simplistic perplexity ...
But the fact remained:
If I
was to become a lawyer, I knew
I had to get to the root of the
attorney
/state
of mind
connection
(or would that be
'connexion?'),
fast, right away,
before it was too late: Asa first
year
with
a yet
intact
preference
for pain t in gs and

such with recognizable
images,
I picked up the, yellow pages,
found
'psychologists,'
and
dialed. My finger landed on Dr.
Martin Steinmann.
As the phone
rang, I worried a little that he
might
have
been a state
of
minder.
But that
would
be
okay--he
deals
with people
eve-ry
day
who
'don't
understand.'
"Dr. Steinmann,"
the voice
said when
someone
finally
answered.
HUh, yes, I was
wondering
if the lawyer /sta te
of mind art phenomenon
is real
or imagined. That is to say, is it
possible
to be a good lawyer
and like good art as opposed to
bad?" [Ommitted
here is his
chiding for my having a closed
mind, etc ... J "But to answer
your question," he replied, "yes,
the attorneys curiously save the
good art for their homes."
I hung up relieved.
I would
be able to go through
law
school with one less fear. But I
. w 0 u 1dh a vet 0 res is tan y
temptations
for another
two
and a half years to grow fond
of what currently
strikes me as
a distasteful
enigma. I set a list
of rules for myself,
the first
and foremost being to stay out
of the library.
This
library
r u l.e was
somewhat
disappointing,
even
on an art level alone, since the
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Rains nonart, the northern wall
and the staircase,
are my
favorite
pieces on campus. But
while I can accept the notion
that two heads are better than
one with relative ease, there is
no way anyone will ever, ever
convince
me that three hands
are better than two--Iet
alone
more attractive.
But clearly the
ever-too-conspicuous
piece isn't
meant
to be attractive.
I
suppose it's supposed
to make
one think
or fill one with
sympathy.
But on casting
my
eyes on the anorexic,
greasyhaired,
hunched
over, treblehanded
female who looks like
she needs a fix, a bath and a
set of clothes that fit properly,
I can
only
think
of how
offensive
I find
it and am
filled
only with perturbation
that one of the unrecognizable
wire thingies isn't there instead.
I'm usually
not quite
so
intolerant
of art
I don't
appreciate,
but neither
am I
usually
disgusted.
I saw a
petition
there o nce , hanging
next
to it on the
wall,
requesting
its removal.
But
when I returned
with a few
free minutes and a pen to sign,
it was gone.
I suppose
that
picture
is
what' this column is truly about.
I don't think I've ever seen one
I've actually
hated
so much'.

THE

BAD ATTITUDE
by Howard Pollak
Someone
came up to me
after last month's column and
complained
that I had become
wi m py - - well look 0 u t this
month, butthead!
* * *
At my orientation,
Dean
Frakt told me that I was now
going to be in contact with the
most intelligent
people that I
had ever been in contact with.
Well, he couldn't
have been
farther
from
the truth.
I
haven't
met this many idiots
since I last went to the stock'
car races. Not only are most of
the people
I have met in law
school entirely
unimaginative,
but they also have the most
amazing
difficulties
dealing
with
even
the most trivial
matters.
(see, e.g., "The Bad
Attitude
I--Weenie in my Crim
Pro Class")
It comes as no surprise to me
that
lawyers
are so stupid
where
a law school
that
is
considered
very good has as
. many
stupid
people
as this
school does. My advice to my
fellow
law students
is to try
lots of drugs-vir may not help,
but it certainly wouldn't hurt.
* * *
I feel that the best test of a
professor's
worth is his or her
knowledge of the subject matter
being taught. With this in mind,
here
are
the
professors
receiving
the lowest scores on
student
evaluations
in the
category,
"Knowledgeof
. Subject Matter."
l
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FaJi 1986:
They
choose
to use the
School Average:
4.4 (on a
So c r a t i c vm e t h o d because
scale of 1 to 5, 5 being best)
lecturing would require them to
Brosnan, Bankruptcy:
3.2
actually
know what :-they a re
Walker, Trusts & Wills: 3.2
talking
about. If I wanted
to
Michel, D.L.T.: 3.3
teach
myself,
I wouldn't
be
Siegel, Remedies: 3.5
wasting
$1 0,000 at this stupid
Spring 1987:
school.
School Average: 4.4
It's
time
for law school
Costello*, AR W: 2.4
professors to stop hiding behind
I
*Lowest of the year!
the lies and deceptions
of the
Michel*, ARW: 2.6
past--quit
your job and go do
*A class I had the honor of
something really important,
like
taking.
pumping
gas or picking
up
Walker, AR W: 2.7
garbage.
Tunick, Civil Pro: 3.2
* * *
Strauss, Crim Pro: 3.2
Next, what about the wienies
Brosnan, Fed. Income
responsible
for the lighting
in
Tax: 3.3
the library. It took them months
These are just a few things
to figure out that the problem
to keep in mind the next time
was that it 'was too dark. How
you're looking
for that extra
much of· our money did this
elective course to fill out your
stupid
school spend to figure
schedule.
that out?
* * *
Pay me $10 and I'll tell you
I spent some time trying to
what the problem is--IT'S TOO
find a profession
worse than a
DARK--and
for no extra charge
lawyer's
(insurance
agents-are
I'll tell you how to fix it--PUT
obviously
worse,
but I don't
IN MORE LIGHTS! (I'm sorry
even consider
them humans).
if my writing
is unclear,
but
Well, I finally came up with it-I'm writing
this in the library
law professor.
(There
are, of
and I can't
see a thing.
The
course, exceptions,
including-- lighting
on the miniature
purely coincidentally--all
my
toppling
ladder,
though,
is
professors this semes.ter) .
great--it
brings
out the real
beauty of that wonderful
work
Law professors
spend most
of ar t-vd id I say wonderful?
I
of their time trying
to pass
mean incredible--it's
incredible
gibberish off as actually
being
it really is. Gosh, I feel' good
something of val ue--and worse,
that I've said that. Is this the
they get paid for it! (I admit,
longest parenthetical
statement
though, that I spend most of my
you've
ever seen? Gosh, it's
time passing off gibberish,
but
even longer now--well, maybe I
I don't get paid for it)
.should close it now. Well o.k.)
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And so my quest for. those souls
whose names were on that lost
petition
began.
I asked
ten
people what they thought
of
that picture, the first my study
partner
(with whom the topic
had never arisen),
the others
nine random passers-by whom I
had
never
met
before.
I
promised
myself
I would ask
only
ten and would
print
whatever
they
had to say,
whether they loved it or not. I
would
print
their
words
verbatim. That way the state of
minders at least had a fair shot.
The only requirement
I had was
that
each
agreed
t ob e
identified,
in the interest
of
objective
journalism
and al l
that. The responses:
JOHN FALOTICO:
"The guy
(artist)
is so overjoyed
that
people can guess what it is: An
ugly woman.
So ecstatic,
in
fact, it didn't
matter
that it
was so violently
unappealing.
He should try drawing old puke
if people are so wrapped up in
verisimilitude.
He should try
drawing
something
he has a
talent for."
MICHAEL WALSH: "I like it
because it catches my attention
when I walk in."
JEFF TRELOAR:
"1 wasn't
sure why it was there. It just
seemed irrelevant.
Seems like a
grubby image of a woman. Are
yo~ trying to get rid of it?"
ME: "Yes,"
JEFF: "Good."
CHRIS LEWI: "I like it. I've
seen .tha t girl. I've seen that
look, what it typifies. I've seen
her down in Venice. I've. seen
her in East L.A. I;ve seen her
around school, walking around
all drunk,
falling
ou t of her
leotard.
I don't
think
SHE'S
drunk. She's on speed."
SUSAN LOOB: "I wouldn't
put it in my living room. But
then,
I don't
have a living
room."
PAULA CHAVEZ: "Did they
pay for that?"
KENNY
MILLER:
"1 think
-the picture itself is ugly. But I
like
what
it is trying
to
represent.
I think you see a lot
of uglier
things
on the way
from the p a r.k i ng lot to the
campus. I'm referring
to people
who are sleeping
in their own
puke on the street."
BILL STEIN:"It
stinks.
It
really stinks ... "
ME: "Why do you think so?"
BILL:
"It
looks
like
something
t h a t should
be on
black velvet, like a black light
should be shining on it. It looks
like it belongs in the apartment
of a forty year-old man with a
lot of chains around
his neck
who dances to Saturday
Night
Fever."
DORIS PERL: "I think that
when a person
enters
a law
school
library
their
first
impression should not be one of
a confused-looking
woman
symbolizing
prostitution
in L.A.
And I think
she _looks like
Kristy
McNichol
after a real
tough weekend."
ROB COHEN: "It's a bit dark
and dank, I'll tell you that. But
I suppose it expresses someone's
feelings
about whatever
it is
they f'eel."
ME: "What do you think they
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Art and the attorney .
continued &om page 8

feel?"
ROB: "I don't know., Some
kind of rage, or ...
I don't
know."
BILL STEIN
(Who was
standing around, listening in):
"They paid for that, you know."
ROB (Incredulously): "THEY
PAID FOR THAT?"
Well, there you have it. I was
going to score up the votes, but
it seems even the state of
minders who like it don't really
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actually
LIKE it--with
the
exception
of Michael Walsh,
who really did seem to think it
was pretty neat. And such a
nice young man ...
I suppose one more comment
is worth noting on the whole
topic
of the
artiste's
manifestation
of what is
construed
by almost all as a
thing which is supposed
to
represent something or other, .
borne from a rare, ephemeral
afflatus: I did ask four other

people
whom I had never
spoken to before to contribute,
but, while they commented,
none had the courage
to be
identified.
Two women
coinciden tally used the same
descriptive term: Horrible. The
other
two werestate
of
minders,
one of which
I
actually looked for later to get
his name--alas, he was gone like
a bird before my pen c o ul d
even ca tchhis words. The other
liked it merely because she had
heard that it was supposed to
ha ve been done by someone
famous. (Beginning to see for

yourself
the rationale
of
blaming some chap in Chicago?)
At any rate, this woman also
said she wouldn't want it in her
apartment.
This is a good time to end.
I've stuck some Van Gogh and
Michelangelo prints where the
Chicago guy's stuff was before,
just to counterbalance
the
culture I get from my half-life
at Loyola Law with that from
my half-life at home. That way,
I reason,
I' 11 have a 5 0 -5 0
chance of graduating unscathed
byrhe, gulp, attorney/state
of
mind art mass hypnosis.

Ides makes appearance before high court .
continued &om page .-

agent didn't ask Foster what
the basis was for his belief. The
court of appeals reversed the
district
court's finding
that
Foster's
't e s t i m c n y was
inadmissible hearsay. The U.S.
appealed to the Supreme Court.
Professor
Ides argued
in
fa vor of the proposi tion that
testimony
by a witness who
has a total lack of memory of
the event which incited
the
testimony
should
be
inadmissible as a violation of
the constitutional
right of a
defendant
to cross-examine
witnesses
against
him. The
witness'total
lack of memory
d ep r i v e d 0 wen s of any
opportunity to explore the basis
for
the
out-of-court
i d en tif ica tion, Ides argued.
Thus, the trustworthiness
and
relia bility of Foster's testimony
were strongly questionable, and
as such resulted in a denial of
due process, he reasoned.
The deputy Solicitor General
based his arguments
on the
premise that, .beca use Foster
was physically
present
and
mentally capable of engaging in
Question and answer dialogue,
Owens had the opportunity
to
cross-examine
the witness at
trial, and his constitutional
rights had been satisfied.
A case may come to the
Supreme Court in two ways: by
appeal
and
by writ
of
certiorari.
The case may fall
within the Court's appellate
jurisdiction, depending on what
court theappeal comes from, and
the nature and disposition
of
the case. If the case falls within
the Court's
c e r ti o r a r i
jurisdiction,
the court may
decide
to grant
cert at its
discretion.
Its decision
is
usually based on several types
of reasons, including
whether
the present
court wishes to
consider an important issue of
federal law which has not yet
been settled. The votes of four
of the nine Justices are needed
in order to grant cert.
Once the Court has decided
to hear a case, the parties must
submit a brief stating 'the facts,
issues and their positions in the
case. The briefs are distributed
to each Justice, who, with the
assistance
'of his or her law
clerks, reads, researches
and
discusses the issues. By the time
of oral argument,
tentative
decisions have been made by
the Justices. It is the job of the
'ad'~'o'citt'to argue persuasively

in anticipation
of those
tentative
decisions.
The
advocate
must
perform
imp 0 r tan t pre - a r gum e n t
preparation
by researching the
previous
opinions
of the
various Justices, thus knowing
which of them may potentially
ha ve to be won over.
Oral arguments are heard by
the Court from October
to
Ap ri 1, two wee k sou t 0 f the
month,
in the morning
and
afternoon.
Usually, two -cases
are heard in the morning and
two in the afternoon. To make
ora 1 a r g u men t s be for e the
Supreme
Court, an attorney
must practice before the highest
court of his/her state for at
least three years, be sponsored
by an attorney
sworn before
the Supreme Court, pay a fee,
and be sworn in before the
Court at some time prior to
making
oral arguments.
A
swear ing-in ceremony
takes
place at the beginning of the
daily sessions.
. Each party is allowed thirty
minutes for oral argument. The
Justices interrupt the argument
frequently
during the time
allotted
to ask questions and
challenge the arguments made
by'the
advocates.
The oral
arguments in Owens were heard
by eight justices, the ninth seat'
still vacant due to the recent
retirement
of Justice Lewis
Powell.
Following
the
oral
arguments,
the case
is
reconsidered by the Justices. It
may take a few weeks
to
several months for a decision to
be made. (In the case of the
current
Court, close or split
decisions in some important or
con troversial
cases may have
been postponed
until
the
appointment
of Anthony
Kennedy last month)
After the decision has been
made, the senior justice within
the majority assigns the writing
of the opinion to one justice,
an opinion which is circula ted
among the other justices when
written. If the Chief Justice is
in the majority,
he has the
power to assign the opinion
regardless of his seniority. In
the case of vigorous dissents,
one or more jus t l c e s on the
dissenting side will often write
opinions and circulate them, in
the hopes of winning
over
justices from the majority.
If the Court splits evenly on
!~e: i~s~r' fh~)?d,Wrr5~¥Sti~~li,~g
IS upheld,
an no op m ro n IS

issued.
Several other people from
Loyola wen t to Was h i n g to n,
D.C., to listen
to the oral
arguments.
Professor
Stan
Goldman assisted Ides in the
pr epa r a tion of his brief and
argument;
Assistant
Dean of
Student MichiYamamoto
also
a t ten d e d. Loy 0 I a stu d en t s
included
Adrienne
Byers,
Vickie Cresap, Claudia Eaton,
Marilyn Fe uchs-Mar ker , Doug
Kat z , Ad r i e nne K r ik ori an,
Darren
Levine,
Glenn
McRoberts,
John Okita, and
Charles Slone.
F 0 I low i n g t h e- 0 r a 1
arguments, Ides and Goldman
were the guests o( honor a t a
dinner in Alexandria, Virginia,
given
by the students
in
attendance.

•

•

The Supreme Court handed
down its decision in Owens' case
on Feb. 23. By a 6-2 vote. the
Court decided that the admission
of the hearsay testimony was not
a violation of the Confrontation
Clause. Justice Antonin Scalia,
writing for the majority. said
that the court of appeals read too
much into the- Sixth Amendment.
Justices William Brennan and
Thurgood Marshall dissented.

Enhance Your Writing Skills
Anyone interested in working
for the Reporter
next year
as a writer or editor is urged
to submit their name and
telephone # to the Reporter
through Internal Mail.

MULTISTATE PROFESSIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY EXAM
LECTURE PROGRAM

A BAR PASSERS program
directed by
James K, 'Herbert
featuring
steven J, Bracci

FREE
TO ALL STUDENTS

,•

LIVE LECTURES
Saturday,

March 12, 1988

Sunday, March 13, 1988

SANTA MONICA

ORANGE COUNTY

BAR PASSERS
1231 Santa Monica Mall
Santa Monica
10:00am-2:00pm

Brea Civic Center
Training Center - 2nd level
10:00am-2:00pm

VIDEO

REPLAYS

Sunday, March 13, 1988

Saturday, March 5, 1988

Tuesday, March 15, 1988

SANTA MONICA

SAN DIEGO

SANTA MONICA

BARPASSERS
1231 Santa Monica Mall
Santa Monica
10:00am-2:00pm,

Seminars by the Bay
1936 Quivera Way
Marina Village
Suite #G
10:00am-2:00pm

BAR PASSERS
1231 Santa Monica Mall
Santa Monica
6:00pm-10:oopm

For Inlormatlon

regarding times and places In your area,
call your local ollice

or:

1-800-272-7227
1231 Santa Monica Mall
Santa Monica. CA 90401
(213) 394·1529

138 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 626-2900
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OPINION
'Man in the Mirror': Is Michael Jackson changing?
by Claudia D. Eaton
"Gonna make a change for once in my life
Gonna feel real good, gonna make a difference
Gonna make it right ...
If you're gonna make the world a better place, take a look at
yourself and make a change ... "
"So what," you ask, "is a review of a music video doing in a law
school' newspaper,
under the auspices of political commentary?"
And, to make matters worse, a music videoby Michael Jackson?
Yes, Michael Jackson has released
one of the most powerful
social statements
of our time. I, too, am surprised.
When I first
heard the words, "take a look at yourself and make a change," I
thought Michael was referring to superficial
changes to one's nose
or mouth when one is not satisfied with one's personal appearance.
But late one Saturday night, I· heard the words, "gonna make it
right. .. " I looked up at the television expecting to see a song and
dance routine,
but looking back at me were the desolate eyes of
starving children. I was captured by the surprise.
In "Man in the- Mirror," Michael Jackson, through one of the
most effective
media of our day, addresses the most critical issues
of OUT time.
.
Music and lyrics are background
to pictures depicting socially
significant
events of yesterday
and today. Leaders of the past-Martin
Luther
King, Jr., John F. Kennedy,
and Robert
F.
Kennedy-vleaders
who lost their lives seeking to make a difference
were prominently
featured ..
However,
visions of hope, the March on Washington,
the
Innaugural
Adress, and the victory
speech at the Ambassador
Hotel faded into a blood-stained
balcony in Memphis,
a flagdraped coffin the the Capital Rotunda, and, the empty eyes of a
presidential
hopeful gazing from a pool of blood.
As I watched
news footage
from World War II--Hitler,
the
Holocaust and the atomic bomb-sand then images of the Ku Klux
Klan, riots, poverty and hunger, I was immediately
reminded that
"my God, it's not over."
The same evil that threatened
all of us twenty or forty years
ago is still with us. The threat of nuclear annihilation
and racial
hatred
lingers.
As I began to relive
the pain and sink into
depression,
the video began to present contemporary
images of
hop~
I saw musicians
coming together
in an effort to help=Will ie
Nelson and Farm Aid, Bob Geldof and Band Aid and pictures of
a community
in Texas coming together to save 'a little girl who
had fallen
to a sure death beneath
the earth's
surface
were
triumphantly
displayed.
"Yes," I thought, "perhaps it we work together, there will always
be hope."
I call this video to your attention
because it made me think. It
makes me think about what I might do to make a difference,
to
make things r ight..
Because in this country, law is the vehicle of change, we as law
students and future lawyers will be _in a most favorable position to
make changes. But we never will until we look in the mirror, until
we take a look at ourselves and recognize that yes, we can make a
change.
Why the big deal about a music video? Think about this:
"Each time a mall stands up for all ideal. or acts to
improve the lot of others. or strikes out against in justice,
he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope. and crossing each
other from a million di f f e rent centers of energy and
daring, those ripples build a current that can sweep down

the mightiest
walls
Athens shall appear
then that her glories
by men who learned

of oppression and resistance ...
'If
great to you,' said Pericles, 'consider
were purchased by valiant men, and
their duty," "
-Robert F. Kennedy
Perhaps Michael has changed. Perhaps he has learned 'his duty,
perhaps not. But more importantly,
have we?

Letters to the Editor
In search of
the meaning·
of life
Dear Ed'ltor,
There
I was, minding
my
own business,
not hurting
anyone, when all of a sudden I
was confronted
with that timeworn question: "What does it all
mean?"
Normally,
I wouldn't
pay
heed to such a query. My day is
full, my interests satisfied, and
I have better things to do with
my time than ponder the reason
of man's existence.
However,
this particular
question
was
asked
of me by one
Ms.
Charlaine
Landis.
To make
matters
even more pressing,
it
was asked
of me within
the
.confines
of the Women's Law
Association
office.
Men usually
aren't allowed
in there.
In light
of the
unsubstantiated
rumor
that
Jason of Friday the 13th fame
is a member of the Associa tion
and guards
the place at night,
most men don't even want to go
near it. However,
since I had
Mary
Eger
by my side
to
protect
me, I felt that I was
saf e. I filled ou t all the proper

forms, signed a waiver of my
Fourth Amendment
rights, and
promised to refrain from saying
any word that started with the
letter
P. After my references
were checked,
my background
investigated,
and my neighbors
interviewed,
I was permitted
entry.
The time spent was rather
pleasant.
We talked
of the
things
that women
normally
discuss
when men are absent.
Medieval
torture
devices. The
overthrow
of the free world,
and
the
won
d e r f u I·
contributions
the Loyola Art
Committee
has made to society
in general.
Then,
out of the
blue, Charlaine
asked me that
fatal question.
It should be noted that Ms.
Landis
is a woman of simple
tastes. Simple needs. Someone
had once told her that you
can't keep a good man down.
She had responded
with her
patent
'Wanna
bet?', and had
nodded
her head toward
her
chainsa w collection.
"So Leni,"
she asked
me,
"What does it all mean?"
"What does what all mean?"
"Life. Law ...
Comparable
worth."
"I don't know, Charlaine.
I
just don't know."
see Letters,
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powers
that be can't give me
the meaning
of life, perhaps
the powers
that
sing
can.
Leafing
through
the piles of
oldies,
I pulled
out several
albums
that
might
prove
insightful.
J. Giles had a song entitled
'Love
Stinks.'
If love
is
synonymous
with life, then life
stinks.
This, of course,
is a
punk rock concept, and J. Giles
is Top 40. Obviously, Mr. Glles
is a very confused
individual
un worth y of a p la c e in my
record collection.
J., meet the trash.
Pia Zadora
married
rich so
as to further
her own career.
The critics
all said that she
couldn't
sing, act, or dance to
save her life. Hoping that they
would be proven wrong just as
they had been when they had
voiced
t h ese same sentiments
towards
Fred Astaire, she went
ahead
and produced
her own
album.
Critics
right.
Pia wrong.
Terrible
waste of vinyl.

Pia, meet J.
The Country singers all feel
that life can be reduced
toa
dog that died, a six-pack
of
beer that is to be drunk alone,
and a woman that has done you
wrong. The Heavy Metalists, on
the other hand, feel that the
dog should be stuffed and used
as a hood ornament,
the beer
should be used as shampoo, and
the woman will get what she
deserves.
Last lyvth e punkers
fee I t hat the dog s ho u I d be
roasted
alive, the beer should
be injected
intravenously,
and
one s h auld
not dis tin g u ish
between men and women.
The
t rash
can
i s n ow
overflowing,
and the meaning
of life appears to be as elusive
as ever. I was ready to throw
up my hands
in frustration,
concede defeat,
and admit to
Ch a r l a in e that
life at law
school
was devoid
of any
meaning when, all of a sudden,
in a flash of brilliant
light, it
came to me.
Paul McCartney.
Soulful-

eyed singer/songwriter.
ExBeatie bassman. Yes, Paul, you
did it again. In your 'Band on
the Run' medley, you gave u.s
the answer.
'If We Ever Get Outta Here.' ,
Oh-yeah, Oh-yeah. If we ever
get outta here. The grades, the
clerkships,
and even the cursed
ladder
will have taken
On a
whole new dimension.
If we
ever get outta
here, we will
never
again
ha ve to read
dissenting
opinion. (Who cares
what the dissent-has
to say,
anyway?
Certainly
the other
members
of the court
aren't
paying
any, attention.
As for
; the concurring
opin ion=what's
the prob,
dude?
You just
writing
separately
to torment
the dissent, or what?)
And so, dearest
Chariaine,
your chainsaw
collection
is
lovely, Jim Croce remains dead,
and things will get much better
once we get outta here.
.
And that's the meaning
of
life.
Leni Janner
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However, after I went home
that
night,
the
question
continued
to haunt
me. In
Summer of '42. the meaning
of
life was red uced to breaking
the 13-minute
record
for
holding
an elbow.
In Monty
Python, it was it fish tank, and
in the
Far
Side,
it lay
somewhere
between
a dinosaur
singles
bar and
a boneless
chicken
farm.
In law school,
however, such generalities
will
not suffice.
We need specifics.
S tat ute s. C as e s. I' v e sin c e
researched
the issue, and the
Question of man's existence
has
continued
to skirt
judicial
attention.
(Perhaps
due to a
jurisdictional
problem,
or
maybe because Rehnquist
feels
that it's a political
question-regardless, the area is still wide
open.)
Howard;
of course,
has his
own opinion
on the matter.
"I
think
it's very important
to
remember
that there are many
things to remember."
Thanks, Howard. Big help.
Others
have
followed
in
Howard's
pigeon-toed
footsteps
and have offered
their
own
theories. Nancy Reagan says it
means
saying
the big .n o .t o
drugs. Hubby Ron says it mean
giving big bucks to the Contras,
and Gary Hart says it means
letting the big head follow the
little
head. Many views are
expressed, but none seem to get
to the crux of the matter. The
rhetoric flies high, the punches
land low, and Charlaine
still
hasn't
received
an answer.
If
Jim Croce were alive today, the
song would have been 'Bad Bad
Charlaine
Landis,'
and you
don't keep a woman like that
waiting.
(Particularly
when
confronted
with her chainsaw
collection
in an office
responsible
for the female
redefinition
of power.)
With a newfound
sense of
purpose,
I went to my record
coll.ection.
I felt that
if the
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CONGRATULATIONS!
BAR/BRI is pleased to congratulate the 3,000 +
new California attorneys who took our programs
during the last 12 months. Thank you for
maintaining our reputation as California's most
successful bar review organization.
THE PACED PROGRAM
All You Need!
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Los Anqeles, California 90064
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SAN FRANCISCO .
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